Lawrence book, and re-became monstrous, and their originals. John on Lewis and the rest (including you) had to follow suit, in self-defence. It was my deliberate intention to make the pictures appendices, not illustrations, and to rouse with them just the feelings you expressed, Regard my Seven Pillars as a protest against the illustrated book, and you'll fed what I am driving at.
I have a great regard for Wyndham Lewis, the critic: and daily expect his Shakespeare book, which Mrs Shaw is sending me, I wonder what his new review, which you mention, is? Out here one hears nothing of England. He and T, S. Eliot, and Robert Graves, and Sassoon, and E. M. Forstcr, and D. H. L: Oh, we have a lot of decent fellows yet! Yours,
T. K. SHAW,
Lawrence, so certain of what he wanted when he was planning, was oddly uncertain of himself, I noticed, when criticized for anything he had done. Now illustrations without margins were coming into fashion. To me it seemed a detestable fashion, and I said so to Lawrence. Instead of defending the new method, which has now, in fact, become general, he explains apologetically it was to make Kensington's pastels look 'monstrous', so the rest of us must follow suit. But his text had margins; and the illustrations within the text were well placed. The new review to wind) he referred was "Wyndham Lewis's Enemy. This I sent out to him and soon after came a further letter:
Karachi
12. 5, 27,
Dear Rothenstein,
Hot foot by the next mail appeared the enemy! Wyndham Lewis has done it very well: much better than the Lion and the Fox, which was a falling short after the An of Being Ruled. I thought X rather small game for him to gun at, He will be forgotten five years hence. 70

